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Productively managing your time is critical in an always on-anytime-
anywhere world that is forever cycling between upgrading and 

1) Fear of failure — not live up to expectations of significant 
others or of your own hypercritical standards. 

by Mark Gorkin L.I.C.S.W. 

downsizing (or, reorganizing), or when there’s serious blurring of the 
boundary between your work and home lives. When under the gun 
or with deadlines looming, sometimes the best thing to do is PANIC! 
Just consider this acronym for surviving the time crunch and for 
helping you declare your “Emancipation Procrastination.” 

P = Priorities and Perfection 
A = Avoidance and Advance 
N = “No” and Negotiate and Designated Nagger 
I = Initiation and Incubation Vacation 
C = Compartmentalize and Creative Space 

The following techniques and tips can help you manage time and to 
focus and free up your mind. 

P = Priorities and Perfection 
Priorities — “I can’t do it all!” According to the often cited Pareto 
Principle (propounded by a 20th century Italian sociologist), 80 
percent of your results are achieved by 20 percent of your activities. 
Another way of envisioning this concept: for a restaurant, 20 percent of 
the items on the menu account for 80 percent of the orders. So, unless 
you run a restaurant, the nice thing about this principle is you can drop 
4/5 of your activities without feeling guilty. 

Another key component of priorities is the criticality of the task, 
request or demand. Remember, only “urgent” must get done NOW! 
“Important” allows for response time options and can be prioritized. 
However, it is often critical to let others know of your priority list or of 
changing priorities. Especially when the other is significant, and you 
have a question about what and how to prioritize, discern what tasks 
or results are essential for the other party. 

Perfection — Actually, rigid perfectionism can block an ability to 
delegate. The perfectionist often has an inordinate need for control and 
a fear that others will not live up to his or her expectations. Remember, 
complaining that no one works to your standard may eventually evoke 
agreement and a self-fulfilling prophecy: “You’re right, no one can do 
things like you. Go ahead and do it yourself!” 

And perfectionist tendencies can induce paralysis — a fear of getting 
started as well as a fear of completion. The dysfunctional inner mantra: 
“If you don’t try, you can’t fail.” And in a society where winning is 
everything, who wants to risk being a “loser.” Time to attack this dis-
ease of procrastination. 

A = Avoidance and Advance 
Avoidance — Why do we start cleaning the living room when we 
should be working on that important report with a looming deadline? 
Here are several factors contributing to delay, dalliance and denial: 
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2) Fear of success — what will others expect of you the next 
time; can you live up to your own benchmark? 

3) Smoldering anger — you resent having to do the task; 
perhaps you believe the project was assigned without clear or 
sufficient instructions or was delegated unfairly. 

4) Time disorientation — you convince yourself that there’s no 
rush, you have plenty of time; another rationalization is that 
you do your best work at the eleventh hour. And even when 
the last minute does motivate the procrastinator, it rarely 
encourages his or her best effort. 

5) Insufficient resources — sometimes there is a logical (as 
opposed to a psychological) reason for procrastination: you do 
not have the proper supplies or tools to successfully and/or 
safely meet the demand. It is time to express your frustrationsafely meet the demand. It is time to express your frustration
and concerns with your manager. However, if you are reluc and concerns with your manager. However, if you are reluctant 
to take a stand, then avoidance issues may be at play. 

Advance — The only folks who might be able to write— The only folks who might be able to write a quality report—— The only folks who might be able to write a quality reportThe only folks who might be able to write a quality report 
before the clock strikes midnight are people whobefore the clock strikes midnight are people who have been mentallybeforebefore the clock strikes midnight are people who have been mentallythe clock strikes midnight are people who have been mentally 
rehearsing or writing the report in their headrehearsing or writing the report in their head over a periodrehearsingrehearsingrehearsing or writing the report in their head over a periodor writing the report in their head over a periodor writing the report in their head over a period of time.ofofof time.time.time. 
However, most people want to do qualityHowever, most people want to do quality work that alsoHoweverHoweverHowever, most people want to do quality work that also, most people want to do quality work that also, most people want to do quality work that also is originalisisis originaloriginaloriginal 
or displays some imagination, then youor displays some imagination, thenor you need toneed sleepdisplays some imagination, then you to sleep the job.onon the job.the job. 
That is, you need to hit thatThat is, youThat need to hit that problem-solving wall,problem-solvingis, you need to hit that wall, on the issuesleepsleep on the issueon the issue 
and then bring a fresh set of eyes toand then bringand a fresh set of eyes to the projectthethen bring a fresh set of eyes to project — this problem—— this problemthis problem 
solving process should be oftsolving process shouldsolving be oft repeated torepeatedprocess should be oft to the creativemaximizemaximize the creativethe creative 
effect. Clearly, for this multi-stepeffect. Clearly, for this multi-step procedure youeffect.effect. Clearly, for this multi-step procedure youClearly, for this multi-step procedure you to give yourselfneed to giveneedneed yourselfto give yourselfto give yourself 
sufficient lead-time. 

N = “’No’ and Negotiate” andN = “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated NaggerN = “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated NaggerNNNN = “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated Nagger= “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated Nagger= “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated Nagger= “’No’ and Negotiate” and Designated Nagger
“’No’ and Negotiate” (N & N) — I— In light of o — In light of o— ght of——— In li oIn light of oIn light of oIn light of o r 2 7 /4ur 24/7, alwaysur 24/7, alwaysu lwayuuur 24/7, a sr 24/7, alwaysr 24/7, alwaysr 24/7, always on world,on world,on world,oooon world,n world,n world,n world,
“N & N” is as vital as “R & R” (R“N & N” is as vital as “R & R” (Rest & Recre “ t & Recr““N & N” is as vital as “R & R” (Res eN & N” is as vital as “R & R” (Rest & RecreN & N” is as vital as “R & R” (Rest & Recre tion) for managing stressation) for managing stressaaation) for managing stresstion) for managing stresstion) for managing stress
as well as organizing a schedule.as well as organizing a schedule. And, there i aas well as organizing a schedule. And, there is well as organizing a schedule. And, there is an art to saying “No” ands an art to saying “No” anss dan art to saying “No” andan art to saying “No” and
“Negotiating.” Consider these steConsider these steps below:CConsider these steps below:onsider these steps below:

1) Be Decisive. When som Be Decisive. When someone ma BBe Decisive. When someone mae Decisive. When someone ma es a request (and thekes a request (and thkk ees a request (and thees a request (and the
person does not have deperson does not have demand po pperson does not have demand poerson does not have demand po er, e.g., disciplinary orwer, e.g., disciplinary oww rer, e.g., disciplinary orer, e.g., disciplinary or
firing authority) give a quic firing authority) give a quick and clea f ring authority) give a quick and cleafffiiring authority) give a quick and cleairing authority) give a quick and cleairing authority) give a quick and clea “No” —r “No” — notr No” — notrrr ““No” — not“No” — not“No” — not slam thea slam thea lam thaaa s eslam theslam theslam the
door “No.” A more tactfuldoor “No.” A more tactful initial repl door “No.” A more tactful initial repld itial repdddoor “No.” A more tactful in loor “No.” A more tactful initial reploor “No.” A more tactful initial reploor “No.” A more tactful initial reply my might be, “Bas y might be, “Basy t be, “Bayyy migh smight be, “Basmight be, “Basmight be, “Bas d oned oned oneeeed ond ond ond on
my existing schedule, I havemy existing schedule, I have a problemmy existing schedule, I have a problemm roblemmmy existing schedule, I have a p my existing schedule, I have a problemy existing schedule, I have a problemy existing schedule, I have a problem memeeting your req meeting your reqm ng your remmmeeti qeeting your reqeeting your reqeeting your requestuestuestuuuuestestestest
as presented.” 

2) Clarify Your “No.” ParaphraseClarify Your “No.” Paraphrase the reques CClarify Your “No.” Paraphrase the requeslarify Your “No.” Paraphrase the reques ; the other partyt; the other parttt y; the other party; the other party
needs to hear that you understneeds to hear that you understand the im nneeds to hear that you understand the imeeds to hear that you understand the im ortance of theportance of thpp eortance of theortance of the
request. Then state what you cannotrequest. Then state what you cannot do at this m rrequest. Then state what you cannot do at this mequest. Then state what you cannot do at this moment, whileoment, whiloo ement, whilement, while
also sharing how you can be of assistaalso shaa ring how you can be of assistancn e.elso sharing how you can be of assista c .
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3) Ask for Feedback. By encouraging the other party’s feedback 
you are flushing out their disappointment, anxiety or anger. 
Handling their emotional display in a non-defensive manner 
helps build trust. The other person has also demonstrated that 
they can blow off steam in your presence. Ironically, research 
shows that this push back process actually makes people more 
open to your initial position. 

4) Repeat, If Necessary. People do not like to hear a “No,” 
especially if they have an accommodating nature. These folks 
are not above trying a guilt trip. Some will test you to see if 
there is resolve behind your “No.” So do repeat your “No” 
and the parameters of helping. Remember, Difference and 
Disagreement does not equal Disapproval and Disloyalty. 

5) Be Concise. State your “No” in as pithy a manner as possible. 
Being brief and to the point lends both conviction and 
authority to your “No.” 

6) Take a Time Out. If you do not feel comfortable proclaiming a 
“No,” consider getting back to the person in a defined period“No,” consider getting back to the person in a defined period

to achieve something novel or surprising. This process of being stuck 
has been called “thrustration” (a term coined by psychiatrist, Richard 
Rabkin) — being torn between frustration and thrusting ahead with 
direct action as you have not quite identified the key pieces of the 
problem solving puzzle. 

Do not try will-powering your way to a solution. You want to take an 
“incubation vacation” to hatch a new perspective. What is the link 
between thrustration and incubation? Thrustration tension stirs up the 
right hemisphere of the brain, stimulating brain chemicals that help 
produce more emotionally evocative and visual imagery. So after you 
have done considerable logical preparation, the thrustration experience 
primes your psychic volcano. And taking an incubation vacation means 
you have let go of a habitual problem solving path or procedure. 

C = Compartmentalize and Creative Space 
Compartmentalize — Juggling and working on several projects or 
tasks simultaneously is accepted as a necessary survival skill in this 
“TnT” (Time and Task-Driven) world. Inappropriate or excessive 
multi-tasking often divides and compromises one’s attention and skill 
capacity. Not surprisingly, the stage is set for accidents and errors. Andcapacity. Not surprisingly, the stage is set for accidents and errors. And
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Summarize the Understanding. Review both parties’ positions 
and expectations. Take time and thought to give a constructive 
“No” and, have a dialogue that provides opportunity for a win- A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high

quality performance. 
A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high

How to compartmentalize: 

For a period of time, turn off the cell phone, 

Announce closed-door time or availability hours, 

Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,

Structure or segment your day, e.g., answer emails and tackle
busy paperwork or proposals between 7-9am. And whenever
possible, draw on Virginia Woolf ’s phraseology, find “a room

— For creative thinking and writing, leave the home-
cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”
sets the stage for “Talent” and “Thrustration”; you are not just being

Designated Nagger (DN) — So, you can’t get started on that anxiety-
provoking project. Easy, just find a “designated nagger.” However, be 
discriminating in your selection. Do not choose someone like your 
mother or spouse who already performs the function unasked. (Such a 
choice is a formula for a power struggle or passive-aggressive defiance.) 

Announce closed-door time or availability hours,

Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,choice is a formula for a power struggle or passive-aggressive defiance.)
Schedule a morning nag or an after lunch reminder. 

I = Initiation and Incubation Vacation 
— The key to overcoming procrastination paralysis, especially 

when an important project seems so global and overwhelming and 
you do not know how or where to begin. Think small. 

For profound paralysis lay out your working materials 
the night before, with no expectation of doing more that 

— For creative thinking and writing, leave the home-
cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”

the night before, with no expectation of doing more that

of time. However, whenever possible, trust your gut and risk 
the “No.” You can always reconsider at a later point. 

Summarize the Understanding. Review both parties’ positions
and expectations. Take time and thought to give a constructive
“No” and, have a dialogue that provides opportunity for a win-
win resolution.
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A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high

Announce closed-door time or availability hours,

Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,

Structure or segment your day, e.g., answer emails and tackle
busy paperwork or proposals between 7-9am. And whenever
possible, draw on Virginia Woolf ’s phraseology, find “a room

— For creative thinking and writing, leave the home-
cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”
sets the stage for “Talent” and “Thrustration”; you are not just being

e “No.” You can alway

Summarize the Understanding. Review both parties’ positions

c n also undermine project efficiency (“do the
thing right”) and effectiveness (“do the right thing”). hile the need
for “doing more with less” is often cited as a rationale, the ulti-tasking
reality can easily regress into distraction (“doing less wit more”).

A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high
How to compartmentalize:

For a period of time, turn off the cell phone,

Announce closed-door time or availability hours,

Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,

Structure or segment your day, e.g., answer emails and tackle
busy paperwork or proposals between 7-9am. And whenever
possible, draw on Virginia Woolf ’s phraseology, find “a room

— For creative thinking and writing, leave the home-
cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”
sets the stage for “Talent” and “Thrustration”; you are not just being

and expectations. Take time and thought to give a constructive
“No” and, have a dialogue that provides opportunity for a win-
and expectations. Take time and thought to give a constructive
“No” and, have a dialogue that provides opportunity for a win- A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high

quality performance. How to compartmentalize:
A state of undivided attention is usually essential for timely and high
quality performance.

provoking project. Easy, just find a “designated nagger.” However, be
discriminating in your selection. Do not choose someone like your
mother or spouse who already performs the function unasked. (Such a
choice is a formula for a power struggle or passive-aggressive defiance.)
Schedule a morning nag or an after lunch reminder.

I = Initiation and Incubation Vacation
— The key to overcoming procrastination paralysis, especially

when an important project seems so global and overwhelming and
you do not know how or where to begin. Think small.

For profound paralysis lay out your working materials
the night before, with no expectation of doing more that

mother or spouse who already performs the function unasked. (Such a
choice is a formula for a power struggle or passive-aggressive defiance.)
Schedule a morning nag or an after lunch reminder.

Designated Nagger (DN) — So, you can’t get started on that anxiety-
provoking project. Easy, just find a “designated nagger.” However, be
discriminating in your selection. Do not choose someone like your
mother or spouse who already performs the function unasked. (Such a
choice is a formula for a power struggle or passive-aggressive defiance.)
Schedule a morning nag or an after lunch reminder.

I = Initiation and Incubation Vacation
— The key to overcoming procrastination paralysis, especially

when an important project seems so global and overwhelming and
you do not know how or where to begin. Think small.

For profound paralysis lay out your working materials
the night before, with no expectation of doing more that

Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,Negotiate project priorities and timelines with your supervisor,

cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”
sets the stage for “Talent” and “Thrustration”; you are not just being

cave behind and find a place that helps generate a focused state of
relaxed attention. The key is finding a “TnT” workspace where “Time”

or perspective. 

2) For a difficult writing project;For a difficult writing project; sketch a rough outline or justFFor a difficult writing project; sketch a rough outline or justor a difficult writing project; sketch a rough outline or just
jot down some bullet points. By breaking into the ajot down some bullet points. By breaking into thejj aot down some bullet points. By breaking into the aot down some bullet points. By breaking into the a
mass, by creating a small working window, the nmass, by creating a small working window, the nmm aass, by creating a small working window, the naass, by creating a small working window, the na
writing project has changed. It is no longer so impewriting project has changed. It is no longer so impenetrable 
or imponderable. 
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3) Similar to the above, limit your start-up time to five or 
ten minutes. And no matter what you have or have not 
accomplished, walk away from the task. Knowing that there 
is an acceptable escape plan will likely: a) reduce some start-up 
anxiety, b) allow you to survey the problematic battlefield, if notallow you to survey the problematic battlefield, if not
plant some conceptual seeds and c) help you mull o help you mull over or eng hhelp you mull over or engelp you mull over or eng geagaa egege
in an area of attack. 

Incubation Vacation — Once getting started on a project, e— Once getting started on a project, especially—— Once getting started on a project, especiallyOnce getting started on a project, especially
a complex one, ita complex one, it is oftena omplex one, it is oftenaaa ccomplex one, it is oftencomplex one, it is oftencomplex one, it is often necessary to hit another w necessary to hit another wall if you wantn cessary to hit another wall if you wantnnneecessary to hit another wall if you wantecessary to hit another wall if you wantecessary to hit another wall if you want
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M

“Task”-driven. An individual mind planted in“Task”-driven. An individual mind planted in a fertile spa ““Task”-driven. An individual mind planted in a fertile spaTask”-driven. An individual mind planted in a fertile space, with hoursce, with hourcc se, with hourse, with hours
and days to sow and reap, will not justand days to sow and reap, will not just manage time aand days to sow and reap, will not just manage timend days to sow and reap, will not just manage time Such a mind-. Such a mind.. -Such a mind-Such a mind-
bo bbbooody gestalt is on the path of “Emancdy gestalt is on the path of “Emancipation Proc d ation Proddy gestalt is on the path of “Emancip cy gestalt is on the path of “Emancipation Procy gestalt is on the path of “Emancipation Proc astination.” Andrastination.” Andrrrastination.” Andastination.” Andastination.” And
suchsucss huchuch a space-time continuum often ha space-time continuum often helps launch t a ps launchaa space-time continuum often hel tspace-time continuum often helps launch tspace-time continuum often helps launch t e liberation of thehe liberation of thehhhe liberation of thee liberation of thee liberation of the
imagin iimaginmagination along with t ation along with the human spirit.aation along with the human spirit.tion along with the human spirit.

Clinical 

Surely, these concepts andSurely, these concepts anSS durely, these concepts andurely, these concepts and tools
toolstttoolsoolsools
will help one and all Practicew l help one and all Pwwil racticeill help one and allill help one and all Safe Stress!
SSafe Stress!afe Stress!
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Mark Gorkin, “The, “The Stress Doc ,, “The Stress Doc“The Stress Doc”” ™,”” ™,™, a Licensed Social Worker, is a keynoteClinical Social Worker, is a keynote 
speaker and “Motivationalspeaker and “Motivational Humorist,”speaker a teamaand “Motivational Humorist,” team building and organizational developmentbuildingbuilding and organizational developmentand organizational development 
consultant, and runs aconsultant,consultant, and runs a weeklyand runs a weekly 
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or call (301) 946-0865.

AOL. He is the author ofAOL.AOL. He is the author ofHe is the author of Practice Safe Stress 
and of The Four FacesTheThe Four Faces of AngerFour Faces of Anger. See awarhis d-winning,award-winning, USA Today Online “HotSite” — 
www.stressdoc.com resource” by National Public Radio (NPR). Markwwwwww.stressdoc.com — called “workplace resource” by National Public Radio (NPR). Mark.stressdoc.com — called “workplace resource” by National Public Radio (NPR). Mark 
is also an Theto ™ — www.the-bright-side.org. For more informationisis also an advisor to The Bright Side ™ — www.the-bright-side.org. For more informationalso an advisor to The Bright Side ™ — www.the-bright-side.org. For more information 
on his Safe“Practice press” ograms or to receive his free e-newsletter, email stressdoc@aol.onon his “Practice Safe Stress” programs or to receive his free e-newsletter, email stressdoc@aol.his “Practice Safe Stress” programs or to receive his free e-newsletter, email stressdoc@aol.
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